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Abstract
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic is the big issue of the whole world right now. The health community is struggling to rescue the 
public and countries from this spread, which revives time to time with different waves. Even the vaccination seems to be not 
prevents this spread. Accurate identification of infected people on time is essential these days to control the spread. So far, 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and rapid antigen tests are widely used in this identification, accepting their own drawbacks. 
False negative cases are the menaces in this scenario. To avoid these problems, this study uses machine learning techniques 
to build a classification model with higher accuracy to filter the COVID-19 cases from the non-COVID individuals. Tran-
scriptome data of the SARS-CoV-2 patients along with the control are used in this stratification using three different feature 
selection algorithms and seven classification models. Differently expressed genes also studied between these two groups of 
people and used in this classification. Results shows that mutual information (or DEGs) along with naïve Bayes (or SVM) 
gives the best accuracy (0.98 ± 0.04) among these methods.

Keywords COVID-19 diagnosis · Feature selection · Transcriptome data · Machine learning models · Differently expressed 
genes · GO analysis

Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 is the current health issue of the globe. Even 
though considerable people get vaccinated, it is not under the 
control and evolving with new variants. As it is a contagious 
disease, it is crucial to identify the infected patients as soon 
as possible. Delays in the identification of the patients or 
misinterpretation of the results will even worse the situation. 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test is widely used in the 
identification of the infected people. Rapid antigen tests also 
used in this context with very low accuracy. Literature shows 
that these methods have considerable drawbacks and their 
reliability depends on so many factors [1, 2].

There are studies in the literature which use machine 
learning algorithms in the identification of SARS-CoV-2 
patients with significant accuracy. These studies vary in 
many directions including classification between COVID-
19 positive and negative cases [3–5], separating COVID-19 
cough from normal cough [6], COVID-19 detection, prog-
nosis and diagnosis [7–12], whether a person is having the 
risk of COVID-19 or not [13] and differentiating SARS-
CoV-2 from other viruses [14–17]. These studies used dif-
ferent types of data as the input for their model and different 
set of machine learning algorithms were utilized in these 
predictions.

Type of the input data used in these models plays a 
crucial role in the accuracy of the prediction despite the 
machine learning algorithms. In the literature, varieties of 
data were used such as genome sequences [15], transcrip-
tome data [16], recorded voices [6], symptoms, clinical and 
morphological features of the patients [3–5, 7–9, 12, 13, 17] 
and X-ray images [10].

Studying the literature shows that molecular data are 
rarely used in these machine learning related diagnosis of 
SARS-CoV-2. However, transcriptome data are the most 
widely used data in the investigation of diseases in molecular 
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level [18]. Further, previous biological studies showed that 
transcriptome profiling gives a better understanding of 
COVID-19 pathogenesis in SARS-Cov2 patients [19, 20]. 
Previous studies also showed the connection between tran-
scriptome data and COVID-19 severity [21]. This study uti-
lizes these findings in order to diagnose the SARS-CoV2 
patients using their transcriptome data and different machine 
learning algorithms.

Altogether seven different classification algorithms 
are used along with different feature selection techniques. 
Differently expressed genes (DEGs) between COVID-19 
patients and non-COVID individuals also studied here. 
Gene ontology (GO) analysis on the DEGs shows that they 
are mostly related to immune, inflammatory and defense 
response activities. Using the selected features for this strati-
fication shows that features selected using mutual informa-
tion (or DEGs) along with naïve Bayes (or SVM) classifier 
gives the best accuracy (0.98 ± 0.04) among all the studied 
models.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Publicly available high-throughput sequencing transcrip-
tome data from GEO omnibus with the accession number of 
GSE 189199 is used in this study. They used the pulmonary 
draining lymph nodes collected at autopsy from 22 lethal 
COVID-19 cases and 28 control samples. Control lymph 
nodes were collected from a range of histomorphological 
sequelae.

Feature Selection Methods

Forward Feature Selection

Forward feature selection is a greedy algorithm starts with 
an empty set of selected features. This algorithm iteratively 
finds the best combination of features of the model. The best 
feature of the prediction will be added to the empty set at 
the first iteration and then the second one will be selected 
and added to the existing feature. This process will continue 
either the defined number of features are selected or the per-
formance of the model remains unchanged.

Feature Importance

In this method, a score called feature importance is calcu-
lated for all the input features. This score gives the impor-
tance of a particular feature for the given problem. Features 
with high score are considered as the important features of 
that problem. It checks whether the means of the samples are 

from same distribution or not, hence the variance between 
groups. It can be measured in many ways and those meth-
ods can be grouped under two main groups such as model 
agnostic methods and model-dependent methods. Here, 
model-dependent methods are specific to a particular model. 
However, they can be used as separated methods as well.

On the contrary, the other method uses a variety of cri-
teria including correlation criteria, single value prediction 
and permutation feature importance to calculate the feature 
importance. First criteria uses any correlation measures to 
simply correlate the features with target value and calculate 
the feature importance score. Second one uses every single 
feature as the input to the model and calculates the impor-
tance of that feature. Final one uses an idea like observing 
the model prediction when there is a change in the value of 
a single variable. This is done by applying permutations to 
the algorithm.

Mutual Information

Non-linear relationship between two variables are meas-
ured in mutual information. Further, this measure shows the 
quantity of the information which can be obtained about a 
random variable by using another. High mutual information 
refers that those two variables are closely connected and 
there is a large reduction of uncertainty. For two independent 
random variables, this value should be zero.

Mutual information can be expressed as,

Here, H(X) and H(Y) are the marginal entropies, H(X|Y) and 
H(Y|X) are the conditional entropies and H(X,Y) is the joint 
entropy of X and Y.

Machine Learning Algorithms

Decision Tree Classifier

This is a supervised machine learning algorithm where the 
data are continuously split based on feature values. In every 
step, there is a question on one selected feature from the 
data and the whole data will be split into two based on the 
answer of that question. This process can be viewed as a 
binary tree, where the tree is built via a process called as 
binary recursive partitioning. This process continues until 
we met one target value.

I(X;Y) = H(X) − H(X|Y)

= H(Y) − H(Y|X)

= H(X) + H(Y) − H(X, Y)

= H(X,Y) − H(X|Y) − H(Y|X)
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Random Forest Classifier

Random forest is an ensemble algorithm where more than 
one algorithms are combined for classifying objects. Here, 
in random forest, multiple decision trees are applied on ran-
domly selected subset of training data. Votes from all those 
decision trees are then aggregated to predict the final output.

Naïve Bayes Classifier

This is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem. 
This algorithm works under the assumption of all the fea-
tures are independent. Here, the given feature values will be 
used to calculate the probability of each class to assign the 
new instance. The new instance will be assigned to the class 
with the highest probability.

Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVMs are powerful classification algorithms under the 
supervised learning. Here, dataset is divided into classes to 
find a maximum marginal hyper plane. Hence, the distance 
between this hyper plane and the closest data points of each 
class from that hyper plane (support vectors) is maximized. 
This is an iterative process to generate the hyper plane to 
separate the data and finally it will choose the proper hyper 
plane.

K‑Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Classifier

This is a supervised classification algorithm based on a num-
ber of nearest neighbors. This algorithm works based on 
the similarity between features. The new data point will be 
assigned to a class with high number of closely matched data 
points. Number of closest data points to be considered (K) 
can be defined by the user. For each data point in the train-
ing set, the distance should be calculated from the new data. 
Based on the distance value, K closest point will be chosen 
and the new data point will be assigned to the class with the 
maximum number of closest data points.

Perceptron

Perceptron is another supervised algorithm for binary clas-
sification. This is the possible simplest artificial neural 
network. This will take the number of input features and 
produce one binary output. Different weights will be calcu-
lated for each features during the training phase and used on 
the test data. Calculated value in the testing phase will be 
checked against a threshold value. The output depends on 
this threshold. If it is greater than the threshold output is 1 
(or 0) and else it is 0 (or 1).

Cross‑validation

Fivefold Cross‑validation

Cross-validation is a powerful tool which gives us a con-
fident on the performance of our model. Because of the 
limited number of samples, fivefold cross-validation is used 
here. In this method, entire data is randomly divided into five 
groups. In each iteration, one group is used for testing and 
other four will be used in the training. This process will be 
repeated for five times and in each step the group used for 
testing will change.

Leave One Out Cross‑validation (LOOCV)

This is another cross-validation technique used in the valida-
tion of our model. Here, a single data will be used as the test 
data in each iteration and all the others in the training of the 
model. This is also exercised here because of the number 
of samples. This will further validate our result by fivefold 
cross-validation.

Results

Feature Selection

As the data value in a wide range, before the feature selec-
tion and model building data are normalized between 0 and 
1. The normalized value is used in the study.

Forward Feature Selection

Using forward feature selection, algorithm shows that top 
three features can do this classification almost perfectly. 
Using ITGB2, ATF6 and ARHGEF1 gives the best accu-
racy and adding more features does not change the accu-
racy. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis [22] on the selected 
genes shows that these genes are highly related to integrin 
alphaL-beta2 complex (p value = 0.12), which is connected 
to immune response-related activities [23].

As there is a performance drop after eight features, ini-
tially eight features are selected and used from this method 
and compared with other feature selection methods Fig. 1a. 
However, supplementary figure shows that even using those 
top three features does not compete with other feature selec-
tion methods.

Feature Importance

Feature importance of top 25 features are represented in 
Fig. 1c. These are the features initially selected to be used 
in the classification model. GO analysis [22] on these 
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studies shows that they are related to immune system pro-
cess (p value = 0.007), regulation of response to stimulus 
(0.015), platelet degranulation (p value = 0.018), positive 
regulation of response to stimulus (p value = 0.03) and 
amyloid fibril formation (p value = 0.04).

Mutual Information

Again, top 25 features are selected using mutual informa-
tion values and used in the classification. Checking the 
ontology terms of those genes shows that they are highly 
related to immune-related activities such as immune sys-
tem process, immune response, cell activation, hemopoie-
sis and regulation of immune system process with very low 
p values (up to  10−6).

List of all the selected features and the complete list of 
related GO terms (highest with low p values are presented 
here) can be found in the supplementary file.

Differently Expressed Genes (DEGs)

Differently expressed genes are studied between SARS-
CoV-2 cases and the control samples using TCC:GUI [24]. It 
shows that totally there are 1283 differently expressed genes 
between COVID-19 patients and control (Fig. 2). GO analy-
sis on these DEGs gives prominent terms related to immune 
and defense response. It includes immune response, defense 
response, response to stress, inflammatory response and the 
whole list is found with very low p value (supplementary 
material).

Fig. 1  Selected features using different algorithms along with their 
values. a Top ten features selected using forward feature selection 
algorithm with their accuracy value on the model, b top 25 features 

selected using feature importance is plotted against their feature 
importance values and c mutual information selected top 25 features 
are with their mutual information value
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Machine Learning Algorithms

Seven different machine learning models are used here with 
four different set of selected features. Fivefold cross-valida-
tion is used in the validation of the models. Accuracy is used 
in the accuracy measure of the models.

Random Forest Classifier

Initially, 25 features from feature importance, mutual infor-
mation and DEGs, and 8 features from forward feature 
selection are individually used in the classification using 
random forest (Fig. 3). In this case, mutual information gives 
best accuracy (0.96 ± 0.09) (Table 1) and all these results 
are after fivefold cross-validation. This prediction accuracy 
is validated with precision of 1.0 and recall value of 0.91, 
where the false negative prediction is one patient out of 20, 
0.05% (Fig. 4a).  

Naïve Bayes Classifier

Same number of features are used in this model as well. 
Here too, mutual information selected features give the best 
accuracy (0.98 ± 0.04), which is the best accuracy among all 
the models (Table 1). This result is confirmed using LOOCV 
(0.96 ± 0.2) as well. False negative of this study shows that, 
all the 20 patients used in testing are correctly predicted with 
0% false negative (Fig. 4b). Precision and recall evaluation 
shows both of them are 1.0.

Support Vector Machines

Here, linear and polynomial SVMs are used with all those 
features. In linear SVM, DEGs give the best accuracy 
(0.98 ± 0.04), best accuracy of the study (Table 1). Table 1 
shows that this is the best model using LOOCV as well. 
Feature importance selected features gives the best accu-
racy in SVM-polynomial model (0.96 ± 0.09). Degree of the 

Fig. 2  General studies on the measured transcriptome. COVID-19 
samples are compared with non-COVID. a Heat map of the differ-
ently expressed genes between COVID-19 and control, b 3D PCA 

visualization between COVID-19 and control, c volcano plot of the 
genes. Right—up-regulated genes and left—down-regulated genes d 
MA plot of genes. Differently expressed genes are represented in red
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polynomial SVM is set to 3 in this study. Here also, there are 
no false negatives (Fig. 4c) in the diagnosis, which yields 
precision and recall of 1.

Decision Tree Classifier

In overall, this is the worst performing model with the 
highest accuracy of 0.88 ± 0.1. Feature importance 
selected features and forward feature selection features 
give this accuracy. Figure 4d shows that out of 20 patients, 
1 false negative and 3 false positives, which is the reason 
for this low accuracy. Study the precision and recall also 
shows comparably low values (0.75 and 0.9, respectively).

K‑Nearest Neighbor Classifier

Even though decision tree performs worst on the whole, 
KNN-classifier gives the worst accuracy (0.78 ± 0.1), 
while using forward feature selection features. Best per-
formance of this model is gained using feature importance 
features (0.96 ± 0.09). Here, two nearest neighbors are 
used (k = 2). Even though there are no false positives in 
this method, one false positive id identified with precision 
of 0.89 and recall of 1.

Perceptron

In the perceptron model, feature importance selected fea-
tures give the best accuracy (0.94 ± 0.09). Here also, one 
false positive is identified without any false positive with 
precision of 0.91 and recall of 1.

Discussion

Three different feature selection methods are used in this 
study to select suitable features. Twenty five features are 
selected using feature importance and mutual information. 
In forward feature selection method, it started with ten 
features (in the parameter setting). However, after three 
features, there is no improvement in the accuracy of the 
model. This shows that those three features can perform 
better than other features in this prediction.

Initially, the model is built using these features and 
used as the main results. Then, first three features from 
all the methods are used in the same way and presented in 
the supplementary material. It shows that there is a clear 
improvement in the accuracies of forward feature selected 
features (three features) compared to ten features. How-
ever, it is less than the highest accuracy of this study.

Comparing the accuracies shows that feature impor-
tance selected features performs better on the whole with 
all the models. Anyhow, the best accuracy is obtained by 
mutual information selected 25 features with naïve Bayes 

Fig. 3  Accuracies by different machine leaning algorithms in the pre-
diction of COVID-19 patients after fivefold cross-validation. a Fea-
ture importance selected features are used with different classification 
algorithms. b Mutual information selected features c DEGs are used 
d Features selected using forward feature selection algorithm
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classifier. The same accuracy is gained by 25 DEGs along 
with SVM (linear and polynomial).

Comparing this accuracy with previous studies shows 
that transcriptome data performs better in this classification 
compared to non-molecular data. Using routine blood sam-
ples in the same study gave the accuracy value between 82 

and 86% [3]. Laboratory, clinical and demographic data also 
used in this study and achieved the average area under the 
curve (AUC) value of 0.92 [7]. Another study used number 
of lymphocytes, leukocytes and eosinophils in the COVID-
19 diagnosis and achieved the AUC value of 0.85 [8]. Eight 
general binary features including sex, known contact with 

Table 1  Accuracies of different machine learning algorithms and feature selection algorithms in the prediction of COVID-19 patients after five-
fold cross-validation

Four feature selection techniques are used in this study. Each set of features are used with seven different machine learning algorithms in this 
prediction

Cross-validation technique Random forest Naïve Bayes SVM-Linear SVM-Poly Decision tree KNN Perceptron

Feature importance
 5-Fold 0.96 ± 0.09 0.96 ± 0.09 0.96 ± 0.09 0.96 ± 0.09 0.88 ± 0.1 0.96 ± 0.09 0.94 ± 0.09
 LOO 0.96 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.2 0.88 ± 0.3 0.96 ± 0.2 0.94 ± 0.2

Mutual information
 5-Fold 0.94 ± 0.09 0.98 ± 0.04 0.96 ± 0.05 0.96 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.1 0.84 ± 0.09 0.9 ± 0.1
 LOO 0.96 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.2 0.88 ± 0.3 0.84 ± 0.4 0.96 ± 0.2

DEGs
 5-Fold 0.94 ± 0.05 0.96 ± 0.05 0.98 ± 0.04 0.94 ± 0.05 0.84 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.07 0.92 ± 0.04
 LOO 0.94 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.2 0.98 ± 0.1 0.94 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.3 0.88 ± 0.3 0.92 ± 0.3

Forward feature selection
 5-Fold 0.94 ± 0.09 0.94 ± 0.09 0.92 ± 0.08 0.86 ± 0.05 0.88 ± 0.1 0.78 ± 0.1 0.82 ± 0.2
 LOO 0.96 ± 0.2 0.94 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.3 0.88 ± 0.3 0.94 ± 0.2 0.74 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.3

Fig. 4  Confusion matrix of the best prediction form each classi-
fier: a top 25 features from mutual information using random forest 
b mutual information selected top 25 features in the diagnosis using 

naïve Bayes c twenty five DEGs in the diagnosis using linear SVM d 
Decision tree e KNN f perceptron
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infected people and appearance of clinical symptoms are 
used in the classification and reported the AUC value greater 
than 90% [11]. Using symptoms and comorbidities details of 
the patients along with their general information provided 
the highest accuracy value of 94.3% [4] and 92% [13] in the 
same prediction.

Even using transcriptome data in the same diagnosis gave 
the highest accuracy value of 0.938 using support vector 
machines [25]. Their work is almost similar to this work, 
where the number of features used is different. Their high-
est accuracy is with 168 features selected using Boruta fea-
ture filtering. However, using transcriptome data gave the 
accuracy value of 0.98 along with multi-layer perceptron in 
another study [26]. However, the drawback of their study is 
they did feature extraction, not the feature selection. Hence, 
using this study it is impossible to find out the genes related 
to the diagnosis of COVID-19. Also, the variance of their 
accuracy is not mentioned in their study. If it is high, the 
significance of their accuracy will be low compared to this 
study. Another study used miRNAs in the same prediction 
and diagnosis using deep neural networks and achieved the 
maximum area under the ROC curve value of 0.79 and F1 
value of 0.74 [27].

False negative cases are the worst problem in this case, 
where they can spread the virus without their knowledge. 
This study analyses the false negatives of the prediction 
while using 60% of the data for training and 40% for testing. 
Here, this study shows the maximum false negative case of 
1% and minimum of 0%, where literature shows the higher 
risk of false negative in PCR test. In PCR test, the initial 
false negative rate can be up to 54% [28]. In some cases, the 
presence of COVID-19 was identified after fifth PCR test in 
an admitted patient [29].

Comparing this study with the existing studies shows that 
this study utilizes the power of feature selection methods and 
gain the maximum accuracy with low variance. Here, more 
than one feature selection methods are used and the perfor-
mances are compared and the maximum is selected. Simi-
lar existing studies using more features comparing to this 
study showed a lower performance than this study. Further, 
this study presents the set of identified features which can 
be used in further biologically related studies or analyses. 
Also, it validated the accuracy using cross-validation. This 
step is very important, because high variance may lead to 
an insignificant result.

Conclusion

This study uses high-throughput sequencing transcriptome 
data in the classification of COVID-19 patients against 
non-COVID. Feature importance, mutual information and 
forward feature selection algorithms are used in the feature 

selection. Differently expressed genes also studied here 
between SARS-CoV-2 and control samples. GO analysis on 
the selected features and DEGs shows a very close rela-
tionship with immune and inflammatory responses. Those 
selected features (25 features from feature importance, 
mutual information and DEGs and eight (or three) fea-
tures selected from forward feature selection) are used with 
seven different classification algorithms. This study shows 
that mutual information selected features along with naïve 
Bayes classifier or DEGs with SVM give the best accuracy 
value (0.98 ± 0.04) in this classification. Further, it shows 
that molecular data can give more accurate prediction of 
COVID-19 against non-COVID-19 compared to other data.
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